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Thank you for providing stakeholder workshops to discuss BPA’s role in the evolving day ahead organized market 
opportuni�es in the region.  EWEB supports the development of organized markets and recognizes that 
efficiency is gained by op�mizing dispatch over a broad footprint.  That said, BPA must be though�ul and 
thorough in making such a cri�cal decision.  
 
If BPA establishes a ‘leaning’ toward one day ahead organized market over another, that decision has large 
poten�al impacts on BPA’s customers. Ninety five percent of market transac�ons, sales, and purchases of 
electricity are based on the next day’s forecasted load, and as a result, any day ahead market will have significant 
impacts on all BPA customers in terms of opera�ons, setlements, and market liquidity. 
 
BPA’s market decisions will directly impact the costs and benefits EWEB would realize. Because EWEB is a 
customer in BPA’s balancing authority with genera�ng resources, BPA’s decision on market par�cipa�on is also a 
decision for EWEB.  Our internal systems, processes, and staffing must align with this. For example, EWEB is 
working with BPA and the CAISO to bid our dispatchable hydro genera�on into the EIM. Any pivot away from the 
CA EIM could impact the work EWEB is doing in this area.  
 
EWEB encourages BPA to develop a robust, fact-based, data-driven, business case identifying the costs and 
benefits to its customers, prior to making a decision to join a day ahead market. 
 
EWEB encourages BPA to take the �me required to make the best business decision for its customers, based on 
BPA specific data and facts. This includes taking the �me to understand the key drivers behind market benefits 
prior to moving to a single DA market. BPA’s analysis should also include different scenarios around 
connec�vity/footprint, both qualita�vely and quan�ta�vely, as well as a strategy on how and when to pivot to a 
different market as market rules, connec�vity, and seams issues evolve.   
 
We would also like BPA to address the following ques�ons:  
• What is the impact of BPA’s ‘leaning’ toward one market over another to BPA internal roadmaps and 

priori�es in terms of direct expenses and opportunity costs.  
• How does BPA see connec�vity issues with either market impac�ng its decisions? How confident is BPA that 

either footprint can deliver benefits for BPA customers?  
• How does BPA’s “leaning” decision impact its decision to invest in Phase 2 of Markets+?   
• Does BPA view its poten�al decision to invest in Phase 2 of Markets+ as preserving an op�on?  Or a decision 

to join Markets+?   
• What is the �ming and expected cost of the SPP Markets + investment decision?   
• How will BPA weigh the value of market par�cipa�on of other en��es?  How much connec�vity in a market 

is required for BPA to maximize benefits.  
• How does BPA an�cipate independent governance to drive benefits and allow customers to weigh costs and 

benefits of non-governance factors such as footprint, connec�vity, and transmission availability.  
 
EWEB supports BPA making a decision to join a Day Ahead (DA) market without providing a leaning to a 
particular market in March 2024.  
 
EWEB is concerned there isn’t sufficient certainty around the SPP Markets + business rules, market forma�on, 
and tariff to develop a robust business case necessary to compare it to CAISO EDAM by March 2024.  On the 
other hand, we believe there is enough informa�on for BPA to analyze and decide on the value of day ahead 
markets for BPA in general, without rushing to a ‘leaning’ about a specific market. In other words, there are 



commonali�es with all day ahead organized markets, that would allow BPA to begin working toward day ahead 
market par�cipa�on. Focusing on those commonali�es is a first good step, while allowing the SPP Markets + to 
further develop, and more informa�on around seams and connec�vity to play out. If the purpose of BPA’s 
leaning determina�on is par�ally or solely to preserve Markets+ as an op�on, BPA should ar�culate this clearly 
and provide its ra�onale, dis�nguishing, if appropriate, the business jus�fica�on for preserving an op�on versus 
deciding to join a par�cular market.  
 
EWEB believes independent governance is an important factor for BPA to consider when determining which DA 
market to join, but it isn’t the only factor. 
 
EWEB supports PGP, WPAG and PPC market principles.  This includes the need for independent governance. We 
also a recogni�on that no single principle should solely drive a decision, nor will a single principle drive all costs 
and benefits. Instead, all principles should be considered together.  
 
The importance of an independent governance structure cannot be understated: an independent governance 
structure is cri�cally important for ensuring the development of equitable market rules and trust in a fair process 
for all market par�cipants.  However, independent governance by itself cannot achieve market benefits in the 
absence of a market footprint that can deliver expected produc�on cost savings and market rules that are 
designed to maximize customer benefits across that footprint.   
 
The poten�al cost and need to manage complicated seams across highly interconnected bulk transmission 
systems must also be considered.  It is not sufficient for BPA to simply state that independent governance and a 
representa�ve stakeholder process will enable the agency to sufficiently work through or solve these poten�al 
issues or that such a structure will automa�cally result in outcomes that are beneficial for BPA’s customers. This 
is par�cularly the case in the event BPA intends to make significant investments in the near term to preserve its 
market op�ons.  BPA must ensure that any near-term investments are not likely to become stranded or that 
those costs will be offset by achievable benefits.   
 
Today EWEB par�cipates in, and relies upon, the exis�ng short-term and long-term bilateral markets to manage 
our load service and system reliability obliga�ons.  We support a centralized day ahead market that provides 
benefits through clear and accurate price signals and respects exis�ng bilateral markets. We also believe 
connec�vity and seams issues need to be considered as part of the benefits equa�on. 
 
This view is well ar�culated in PGP’s comments to BPA.   

Given that no design is likely perfectly align with the principles established by NW public power or the 
broader BPA stakeholder pool, we encourage BPA to avoid framing the discussion of alignment with 
principles as a pass/fail evaluation or scoring matrix, and to avoid attempting to rank principles in any 
defined order of precedence.  Principles should be used to discuss tradeoffs and alignment, and should be 
looked at holistically and on balance, with the acknowledgement that they are qualitative and may be 
prioritized differently by different regional stakeholders.  

 
 
 
 


